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he advises clients across a range of sectors on all aspects of UK and EU competition law, including

cartels and other anti-competitive agreements, mergers, abuse of dominance, public procurement,

distribution and commercial arrangements. 

Nicholas’ practice also covers sector regulation where he has advised a number of significant

private infrastructure and utilities businesses, with a strong focus on telecommunications

regulation. 
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Mar 29, 2023

FDI Regulation in the US, UK, France & Germany

The regulation of foreign direct investment (“FDI”) has become an increasingly important feature of the regulatory

landscape for investors. Globally, there is a trend towards greater FDI restrictions although the degree and nature

of regulation varies significantly across jurisdictions. In the below we highlight key aspects of FDI regulation in the

United States (“US”), United Kingdom (“UK”), France and Germany. Contents Types of deals reviewed in the US, UK,

France and Germany Notification process in the US, UK, France and Germany Sanctions for non-compliance in the

US, UK, France and Germany Recent trends and developments in the US, UK, France and Germany Other points for

investors to consider in the US, UK, France and Germany

Insights

Apr 29, 2022

All Change: UK Government publishes significant reform proposals to drive changes in

competition and consumer law policy

On 20 April 2022, the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) published its reforms to

competition and consumer policy in the UK (see here for the reforms in full). The proposals follow BEIS’ July 2021

consultation, and introduce a number of significant changes to the UK’s competition law rules, in what the UK

Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) considers “perhaps the most important review of competition and

consumer policy in a decade”. These reforms are designed to bolster the UK’s post Brexit competition regime, with

the Government seeking to enhance its oversight of the CMA’s work and strategy and to ensure that the UK’s

competition agencies have the right tools and flexibility to investigate and enforce competition laws in an ever-

changing landscape.  The BEIS reforms comes at a time of significant change in the UK ‘s competition law

landscape, as the UK begins to diverge from…

Insights

Nov 25, 2021
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Increased certainty concerning the UK’s National Security & Investment Act transaction

screening regime

November has seen a number of developments in preparation for full implementation on 4 January 2022 of the

UK’s new investment screening regime, the National Security & Investment Act.  The Government has updated and

formalised its guidance on how the regime will operate, and published finalised definitions of the 17 “sensitive

areas” subject to mandatory filings.   A notable and welcome development is a winding-back of the Government’s

statement as to the situations in which it expects to exercise the power to call-in transactions: the more expansive

focus on harm to the UK’s reputation and prosperity contained in earlier drafts replaced by a more detailed focus

on direct risks to the UK’s military advantage, governmental and defence assets, and the security of critical

infrastructure.  However, the discretion for Government to define and determine whether a transaction raises

national security risk remai…

Insights

May 26, 2021

BCLP’s Competition Collective: Antitrust, Foreign Investment and Trade Insights from

around the world

BCLP’s global antitrust and competition collective guides you through the trends we saw in 2020 and sets out

emerging trends in 2021 across four key areas: Cartels & Investigations, M&A, Litigation and Trade.

News

Jan 18, 2021

BCLP Appointed to UK Government’s New Trade Law Panel

Insights

Nov 13, 2020

Highly impactful - UK National Security & Investment Bill introduces mandatory

Government review of a wide range of transactions

On 11 November, the UK Government introduced to Parliament the long-awaited National Security and

Investment Bill. The Bill, which is expected to be enacted in Spring 2021, is a transformative event for investors in

UK businesses and assets, proposing sweeping new powers for Government to scrutinise and intervene in a wide

range of transactions on the basis of UK national security. Here we set out the key elements of the regime and

what it means for parties looking to invest in businesses and assets with a UK nexus.

Insights

Oct 07, 2020

Brexit’s Back, Alright…

After three years of dominating the news (in the UK at least), Brexit has been extremely quiet for much of the year.

This is hardly a surprise given that we have been in the thick of a global pandemic that has changed so much

about the way we live, but also given that the UK has been in a transition period since leaving the EU on 31st

January.  But this autumn, Brexit has shot back up the agenda with a vengeance. 

Insights

Aug 08, 2016

CAT rules that relevant foreign limitation periods apply to all follow-on cases
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Insights

Jul 27, 2016

Sainsbury’s awarded £68m in UK's first stand-alone damages judgment

The Competition Appeal Tribunal has ruled, in the UK’s first stand-alone damages judgment, that MasterCard’s

restrictions on interchange fees between 2006 and 2015 were a breach of competition law. MasterCard must now

pay Sainsbury’s over £68m within 28 days. Strikingly, the CAT ruled that the pass-on defence was not available to

MasterCard. This is the first time a UK court has given judgment on this critical issue.


